
Solutions For Homework #6

1. The difference between water and ice that makes detectionwith a thermal
infrared sensor possible is the obvious difference in temperature. Since ice
is an excellent thermal insulator (a property that for example igloos and
snow caves are based on), areas where ice is present will appear darker in
the images. Areas of open water will appear bright as the emitted heat is
picked up by the IR instrument. The peak emission wavelengthfor a black
body at freezing temperatureT = 273K can be calculated with the equation

λmax =
2898 µmK

273K
≈ 11 µm

This wavelength is covered by band 6 of the TM instrument. Icewill show
up darker than water in this band. It is even easier to differentiate between
ice and water using the differences in their apparent thermal inertial values
(ATI, see chapter 5). Water has a higher ATI value than ice. Tocalculate this
value, we need to measure the temperature differences in day- and nighttime
images (using band 6) and the albedo in the visible band (e.g.band 2).

Using a microwave sensor atλ = 1 cm we would use the different surface
roughnesses of ice and water. The advantage of using a microwave sensor
would be the ability to penetrate the clouds and not having toworry about
atmospheric absorption.

2. Water strongly absorbs longer wavelengths, so that the near IR wavelengths
cannot penetrate very deep into the water. Only the shallowest plancton is
detectable by infrared. Shorter wavelengths can penetratefurther into the
water, which is the reason why visible wavelengths are used for chlorophyll
detection at sea (see text on coastal zone color scanner).
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3. (a)

Band 2 Band 4 NDVI
Bare soil 50 100 0.33
Partial regrowth 60 140 0.40
Pristine forest 65 200 0.51

(b) I chose the following the thresholds:

NDV I < 0.37 =⇒ Bare soil

0.37 < NDV I < 0.46 =⇒ Partial regrowth

NDV I > 0.46 =⇒ Pristine Forest

Of course there are several possible choices that will allowyou to dif-
ferentiate these classes.

(c) Because we are using visible wavelengths (band 2) and near infrared
(band 4), active burning would affect our classification: Smoke and
fumes would absorb a lot of the reflected energy. The high tempera-
tures in the burning areas would also increase the IR signature, which
might be misinterpreted as vegetation.

4. To get a rough estimate of the number of TM images necessaryto cover
the entire amazon basin, the total area is simply divided by the area of one
image:

Number of images =
5 · 106 km2

104 km2
= 500

The area of a30m square pixel is30m · 30m = 900m2 = 9 · 10−4 km2, so
the number of pixels in the basin is calculated by

Number of pixels =
5 · 106 km2

9 · 10−4 km2
= 5.556 · 109

With 7 bytes/pixel, this corresponds to3.889 · 1010 bytes of necessary stor-
age. One Megabyte has220 = 1048576 bytes (if you used106, that’s O.K.),
so we need to store37087.33Mb.

We need62 CD-Roms of600Mb each to store this data.
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5. There are again many different approaches that would work. One approach
draws from the fact that the fragmented zone has a large perimeter com-
pared to the covered area. To make this more obvious, look at the following
perimeter squared-area ratios for simple geometric shapes:

Shape Perimeter Area Ratio Perimeter2/Area Fragmentation
circle 2πr πr2 4π ≈ 12.6 least
square 4r r2 16
rectangle (5r by r) 12r 5r2 28.8 most

So if we use the ratio perimeter2/area as a fragmentation index, we can
calculate it for a given area in the image (e.g. previously selected by density-
slicing). Say the image pixels have lengthL and areaL2, Na is the number
of pixels contained in an area andNp is the number of pixels forming it’s
perimeter. Then the area and perimeter are calculated as

Area:Na · L
2

Perimeter:Np · L

Our fragmentation indexF is simply

F =
(NpL)2

NaL2
=

N2

p

Na

6. (a) We form the RGB image by reading in the files as we have done pre-
viously:

f = fopen(’hw6prob6.1000.lhh’);
lhh = fread(f,[1000 inf],’uint8’); lhh = lhh’;

f = fopen(’hw6prob6.1000.lhv’);
lhv = fread(f,[1000 inf],’uint8’); lhv = lhv’;

f = fopen(’hw6prob6.1000.chv’);
chv = fread(f,[1000 inf],’uint8’); chv = chv’;

picture = zeros(758,1000,3,’uint8’);
picture(:,:,1) = lhh;
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picture(:,:,2) = lhv;
picture(:,:,3) = chv;

imagesc(picture)

The RGB image is shown in Figure 1.

RGB image of LHH, LHV and CHV channels

Figure 1: Problem 6 (a)

(b) The image shown in Figure 1 is a radar image over a region inThai-
land. The Red channel records L-band (24 cm) horizontally polar-
ized transmitted, horizontally polarized received radiation. The Green
channel displays backscattered intensity corresponding to L-band hor-
izontally polarized transmitted and vertically polarizedreceived radi-
ation. Finally, the Blue channel shows C-band (6 cm) horizontally
transmitted and vertically polarized received signals.

We observe that the hilly terrain appears green, whereas thelow-lying
areas are generally blue with red dots. The green area corresponds
to forest, while the red dots denotes agricultural land. From the image
Figure 1, it appears that energy returned to the sensor from the forested
area registers significantly in the opposite sense polarization than what
was transmitted, i.e LHV. The interaction of the incident L-band radi-
ation with the forested area results in volume scattering, causing this
depolarizing effect. This is probably due to the longer wavelength
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(L-band) incident energy penetrating the tropical forest canopy and
interacting with the trunks and branches of the trees, in contrast with
the shorter (C-band) wavelength energy which scatters off the canopy
tops. Note that the red dots in the image correspond to agricultural
lands that cause high backscatter in the same polarization (horizontal)
as was transmitted, at L-band (24 cm wavelength). This couldbe due
to a double-bounce (corner reflector) effect related to particular sizes
and shapes of plants being grown in the area.

The objective here is to combine the images in some way so to pro-
duce a map of vegetation density. It is suggested that an NDVI-like
index could be generated from two (or more) of the radar channels to
estimate vegetation density. Our goal, then, in designing such an index
is to ensure that at least the forested areas will be clearly delineated.
Thus, a possibly index would be as follows

index=
lhv − chv
lhv + chv

(1)

From the equation above, we reference the longer-wavelength, cross-
polarized backscattered energy to the shorter wavelength (C-band) echoes.
The rationale is that the LHV channel registers higher backscatter from
forested areas than the CHV channel. Figure 2 shows the two chan-
nels side-by-side. We observe brighter returns in forestedareas in the
L-band image compared with the C-band image.

L band (24 cm) horizontally transmit,
 vertically received

C band (5 cm) horizontally transmit, 
vertically received

Figure 2: Right: LHV channel. Left: CHV channel

The MATLAB code implementing the above equation and displaying
the result is as follows:
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index = (lhv - chv) ./ (lhv + chv);
imagesc(index);colormap gray;

The vegetation density map is shown in Figure 3.

vegetation density map from Equation 1
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Figure 3: Vegetation density map obtained from NDVI-like Equation 1
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